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Becoming a Commuter Senator would be a
great privilege to me. I want to be there for
the commuters, to help them with any
problems they might have concerning anything
at Behrend. I want people to see me and be
satisfied with what I am doing as a student
leader. I, if elected, plan to do the best job that
I possibly can in aiding the students who
commute to school. I am presently a freshman
senator of SGA. My job is to look out for the
interests and opinions of the freshman class. I
am very willing to help out the school and my
fellow students by representing their views
and helping them in anyway that I possibly
can.

April Bogdanski
Commuter Senator

I am a fourth semester sophomore majoring
in accounting. lam running for SGA because I
want to become more active on campus. As a
senator, my goals would be to always address
the needs and concerns of the commuters.
Also, I would always vote in their best interest.

John A. Yaanowski
Commuter Senator
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Amy Redmond
Commuter Senator

Alicia Hartmtut
Commuter Senator

I am running for Commuter Senator. lam a
fourth semester sophomore, majoring in health
policy and administration. I am currently a
member of the Alpha Sigma Tau sorority. My
main goal is to get the commuters more
involved and more informed of the activities
that go on on campus.

Just because you don't live here on campus
doesn't mean you can't become involved or
that your voice is not heard. Commuters
represent two-thirds of the students - here at
Behrend, yet there are more - •"residents than
commuters =involved in clubs and organizations.
As a SGA senator, -My goal is to increase--
commuter involvement in student activities,
and to iniure ;:.commuter concerns, and
questioue sEe recognized.
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